
 

Welcome and Congratulations!  
You are about to learn some powerful Mindset Mastery tools. When 
you’re ready to go on to Practitioner Training you will be ahead of the 

game having already absorbed this info. See you in Class! 

NLP Reframing 

6 Step Reframe 

Meta Model III 

**Audio from the  
Official NLP Practitioner HomeStudy Course.  

This is the same material Practitioners study. 
Available here: 

https://www.ask-therapy.com/event-info/nlp-intro-home-study-online



Reframing 
We live in a subjective reality.  The things and events in the world around us have 
no meaning, themselves.  Things have meaning because we attach meaning to 
them.  We can change the meaning of nearly anything at the unconscious level 
using Reframing. 

The purpose of Reframing is to separate intention from behavior. In this first group 
of pictures, we see what looks like a brute, terrorizing a young lady. 

 

However, in this second group of photos, viewed in a different context (frame size), 
we clearly see a hero.  
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Reframing Explained 
We will learn two of the types of reframing, here at Practitioner Training.  They are 
Context reframing and Meaning reframing. 

Reframing separates intention from behavior and often times causes obstacles, 
problems and objections to simply melt away. 

CONTEXT REFRAME 
Tends to work best with: Complex Equivalences or Comparative Deletions 
Example: “I’m too ....”  -or-  “He’s too .... “ 
Reframe: Think of a different context in which the person will respond differently 
to the same behavior. 

Examples: 
• She’s too headstrong.  

Isn’t it great that she’ll be able to stand up for herself? 
• I don’t have enough money to go to Master Practitioner Training.  

If your car broke down, wouldn’t you do anything to fix it? Now, what’s more 
important to invest in, your car… or transforming your life? 

MEANING REFRAME 
Tends to work best with: Cause and Effect statements 
Example: “Whenever ‘X’ happens, I respond ‘Y’,” “Since I X, I Y,” “X because Y” 
Reframe: Ask yourself, “What else could this behavior mean?” or internally think of 
an opposite frame or a different meaning.  “What is it that this person hasn’t 
noticed that will bring about a different meaning, and change his response?” 

Examples: 

• When I meet potential clients, I feel nervous 
Energy is just energy. Couldn’t all that energy just be excitement? 

• I’m confused and that makes me feel like I do not understand this 
information.  
By feeling confused, that means you know something. For example, I know 
nothing about building a house, and I can’t feel confused about it. Because 
you’re confused, you’re learning, and confusion always precedes a higher 
level of understanding. 
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Six-Step Reframe 
The Six-Step Reframe is rarely used, having been replaced by Parts Integration.  The 
biggest reasons are that a) it does not eliminate parts, but rather just gives them a 
new purpose, and b) it has the potential (even if small) to install parts in a highly-
suggestible subject. It is included for historical purposes only.   

Instruct client on types of signals — in images, sounds/words, sensations — those 
are the kinds of communication we are setting up.  Reframing can be used with any 
behavior, internal or external, or any symptom. 

1. Identify the problem behavior that the client wants more choices about. 

2. Ask the part in charge of that behavior if it’s willing to communicate.  Get a 
Yes/No signal. (What image, sound/word, sensation was client aware of when 
asking that question.  Ask the part to increase that image, sound, sensation if 
answer is yes; decrease if answer is no.)  If yes, thank part and go on.  If no, 
thank part for communicating and reassure part that it is entirely 
understandable that it does not want communicate on a conscious level.  
Reassure part that it is in charge of behavior X and in no way are you trying to 
get rid of it, nor would you allow client to attempt to do so — we are only trying 
to get some information and alignment. 

3. Ask part what purpose or function it has — what is its positive intention.  (The 
Part can answer consciously or unconsciously.  Client must accept that the part 
does have some positive intention.)  To help person elicit this ask them to 
imagine what it might be — purpose here is to separate behavior from intention 
or function and to get client’s conscious mind to begin to appreciate that part as 
friend and/or teacher. Thank part for positive intention and make sure client 
begins to sincerely appreciate part. 

4. Ask client to go to creative unconscious part, and ask that it generate at least 
three alternatives to the negative behavior that would satisfy intention — 
accomplish the purpose of that behavior (you can also have the part responsible 
for the behavior go to the creative part directly to inform that part what its 
purpose is — that is useful especially when purpose remains unconscious).  These 
new choices can be on a conscious level —ask creative part to give client signal 
when it has generated these new alternatives. Thank creative part. 
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Six-Step Reframe Continued 
5. Ask the part responsible for the problem behavior whether it’s willing to use 

these alternative choices instead of the behavior.  Yes/No signal.  If yes, thank 
part and go on.  If no, put time limit on request (e.g., two weeks, etc.) to try 
out some alternatives to find out if they are effective and available.  If still no, 
ask part to go back to creative part and help generate alternatives it would be 
willing to try out for at least a limited time. Thank part. 

6. Check ecology.  Ask client to check with all their parts to make sure all are 
comfortable and accept the entire process and the alternatives.  If yes, thank all 
parts and surprise and delight self in future.  If no, check on how client knows 
this, how this represents an objection — then ask the image, sound, sensation, 
and increase if needed.   Reassure client any objection is important information 
and is welcome.  If there is an objection, go back to step three and go through 
process with part that objects - making sure that the objecting part and the part 
that runs behavior X agree on all the alternatives and can work together.  Treat 
parts of a person as though they were all parts of a negotiating team.  It is 
important that each member’s function and purpose be respected and paid 
attention to.  Cycle back through process until you get full acceptance for any 
alternative behaviors from all parts involved. Thank all parts. 

NOTE:   The main purpose of a 6 Step Reframe is to set up bridges (channels of 
communication) between client’s unconscious and conscious mind, even between 
parts of the person’s unconscious and to install in the person a belief that all parts 
are allies — potential teachers and friends. 
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Meta Model III 
Conversational change example. Detailed questioning for a resolution. 

Start 
 1. "What's wrong?"  

     

 

Confirm 
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2. "What caused this problem?" 
3. "How have you failed to resolve this?" 

4. "How can you overcome the solution to 

your problem?" 

FLIP
5. "What would you like to change?" 

6. "When will you STOP IT from being a limitation?" 

7. "How many ways do you know you have solved this?" 

8. "I know you are changing and seeing things differently." 



 

I hope these Neuro Linguistic Programming tools will be useful 
and provide you with more choices for success and health! 

Sincerely - Believing in YOU. Barry  

For more trainings and support -  
barry@ask-therapy.com  
ask-therapy.com 

thenlpposter.com 

**Audio from the 
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